SOFT PAPER PACKAGING
PROTECTIVE AND DECORATIVE CUSHIONS PADS
COATED PAPERS
FOODSTUFF PACKAGING
We produce SOFT PAPER PACKAGING, cushion pads, protective and decorative pads and coated paper, for foodstuff and industry.

We work with tenacity, passion and perseverance. We are certified for quality: a choice of transparency towards customers, employees and environment. We are reliable and competitive.

**We want to CREATE VALUE**
We are convinced that economic, environmental and social issues are interdependent and using this understanding for business strategy brings huge benefits.

**We are ETHICAL**
We share all the principles and the values of the new Ethical Packaging Charter to design, produce and use packaging consciously and responsibly.

**We are GENERATORS OF SOLUTIONS**
We are an experienced and qualified partner for all that concerns preparation, printing and paper processing, in particular packaging (PAPER SOLUTIONS).

**We are READY**
To manage brands with endless possibilities of customization.
EUROCARTEX BEGINNING

Founded in 1973 by three friends, including Giuseppe Toppan who was the President, today Eurocartex property is headed by Toppan family. Currently Eurocartex is directed and managed by Flavio Toppan.

The headquarters is located in Cinto Caomaggiore, strategically between Venice and Trieste. The company has a production area of over 16,000 sq.m.

Production of soft packaging paper, protective and decorative pillows, coated paper, for food, automotive and other industrial uses.

EUROCARTEX LEADER IN EUROPE

During the first ten years of activity, Eurocartex takes over the role of primary European interlocutor in the production of protective and decorative cushion pads for chocolates boxes.

In the following years, products range is expanded: cushion pads, interlayers for fruits and vegetables, absorbent cushion pads, cushion pads for bakery products, papers for wrapping wet and fatty foods, multilayered protective packaging, covers and paper sheaths, antislip and embossed papers.

PAPER SOLUTIONS

Eurocartex as a generator of solutions: expert partner qualified in all that is set up, printing and paper processing, in particular in natural packing.

ETHICAL PACKAGING

Eurocartex shares principles and values of the new Ethical Packaging Charter to design, produce and use packaging consciously.
Acquired Markets...

Italy - France - Austria - Germany

England

Korea - India - Australia

Russia

Colombia - Argentina - South Africa

Kazakhstan

...the products

LAMINATED PAPER HD PE
ENGRAVED PAPER
COATED PAPER
WAX PAPER
EMBOSSED PAPER
PAPER FOR FOOD
BAKING PAPER
PACKAGING FOR PHOTOPRINT STACK
ABSORBENTS CUSHION PADS
CUSHION PADS UP TO 9 LAYERS
SLEEVES AND PAPER ENVELOPES
PAPER SHEATH COVERS
MULTI-LAYER SOFT PACKAGING
FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
TISSUE PAPERS
SLIP PAPERS FOR PLACEMATS AND INTERLAYER

2016 - 2018 AIM

Eurocartex world leader in the production of soft paper packaging and coated papers

2016 - 2018 AIM

Eurocartex world leader in the production of soft paper packaging and coated papers
EUROCARTEX to protect sweetness
CUSHION PADS FOR CHOCOLATES, BISCUITS AND COOKIES BOXES

Soft, flexible and ecological, cushion pads are made of embossed paper from 2 to 9 layers, with padding effect, soft T7 (from 2 to 12 mm) or resistant T3 (from 1,5 to 9 mm).

The cushion pad has the mechanical function of protection against shocks and pressures inside the boxes, and acts as a stabilizer during transport. Ideal for food security, paper cushion pad enhances and optimizes the storage of the product.

Furthermore it’s a great advertising medium: we can enhance your image with various formats or fantasy images register cuts, offering the possibility of centered patterns and advertising insertions with prints up to 7 colors.

It is recyclable and 100% biodegradable.

100% recyclable and biodegradable.
EUROCARTEX to wrap freshness
**ABSORBENT CUSHION PADS**

Suitable for packaging food products of animal origin with a leakage. Made of wadding of *pure cellulose* (from 70 g/m² to 250 g/m²), embossed T3, absorbent and resistant to grease (2 layers). Ecological, biodegradable, 100% recyclable. Available in various shapes.

**SEPARATOR PADS FOR FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES**

Used as mechanical protection against pressures and impacts inside crates, it retains moisture and humidity preserving freshness and flavors. Made of *Kraft paper from 1 to more layers, embossed T3 or T7*, available in various sizes and register formats.

---

**CUSHION PADS FOR BAKERY PRODUCTS**

**COATED PAPERS (PE, PP AND PEHD)**

**WAX PAPERS AND PERGAMYNS**